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RESEARCH WORKS BOMBED

The great inportoncc of last night's targe;!;, the research-development
establishment at Peenemunde, 60 miles north-west of Stettin on the shores of the

Baltic was the reason why Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Harris laid on the heaviest
maac on a German target during any .noon period this year.
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It certain that the force would have to. fight its v/ay in, in what would be
almost daylight through many squadrons-of night f ighters and

f to a target farther away
Berlin; but this factory is larger and more important even than the

Luftschiffbau Radiolocation Works at which Lancasters attacked on
their way to Africa in June, .With great air battles still to be fought over

Germany, eifcctivc bombings of this works would, it was known be a hard blow to
the German defences*

The Peenemunde establishment consists of a number of buildings, and assembly
ohops in and among woods by the seashore, along a’strip of country four and a half
miles long by more than a mile wide, ■ Well over 1,500, tons of high

explosives and incendiaries were dropped .within this area, .mostly from the height
o ax cw thousand xoct and in the face of intense fife from light anti-aircraft guns.

>ur Halifax rocketed up in the air as each of eur bombs went off”, so.id a

pilot, "It vas like going along a switchback”* . .

Different sections of the force were given different points to attack. To
make a high speed attack by so large a force on so difficult and dispersed a targety
at about 700 miles range from base, involved both Very a.refill staff work

beforehand and cool and dotorminedairmanship by every crew*

The situation and construction of the factory were obviously intchdcd to give
protection against air attack, and. the Germans also put,up a smoke screen from a

of generators to the west of the target* In’spite of this crews got a clear - ,
view: of all the diffcrent points of aim. Those were seen and identified before

bombing, The flashes of hundreds of high explosive bombs'were seen in tight
clusters in the right areas, main buildings were seen to be gutted, and the fires \
started during the attack were seen from the Danish coast as the bombers were

returning*

As the force flew across the North Sea and over the Baltic the moon was almost

dazzling and there were only a few wisps of clouds which gave no adequate cover,

Lancasters, Halifaxes and Stirlings were everywhere* their wings catching the glow
of the moonlight.

Seen from above they were silhouetted in detail against a sea which looked liked

a white carpet with an’uneven pattern of grey and silver. From the many islands in

the Baltic - dark shapes bclov/ - there were suddenly hundreds of flashes from anti-

aircraft guns as the bombers flew over. As soon as the bombers got within fighter

range they met night fighters on patrol.

"They were hopping in and out of the stream of bombers”, said a mid-upper

gunner, "as though they were crossing a busy road* They sometimes looked as

if they would get run over”. The red streaks of tracer from the guns of fighters
and bombers crossed each other everywhere. The fighters kept up the attack over

the target itself, "There seemed to be more fighters than bombers around at one

moment”, said a squadron leader pilot* ‘"The combats wont on during the return

Journey until the force was beyond fighter range again ever the North Sea,

On the way out a Halifax was attacked by a Ju. 88. "Bullets came through the

fuselage and hit the flight engineer in the foot,” said the pilot, Flight Sergeant

R.W. Rooney from Sydney, "I couldn't tell from the way he told me about it on

the inter comm, whether his wound was serious or not, I took evasivcLaxoxtion ..and

got away from the fighter before it could get in more than one, burst.
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lOy flight engineer went on with his, -work as usual, standing at’ his panel. It ■ ...

•wasn't until we had bombed the target and : were on our -way home that he asked if

he: could sit-in.the rest position in the aircraft. The navigator had a look at

him and found t|iat a bullet had ripped off the top of his flying boot and wounded

him in the foot. -The.navigator ba.nda.god him up and went on with his job*- ,ee

"The weather was very clear. - much to6 ; clear for the fighters to miss us,-*

all the way to the target* We -were right at the beginning of the attack, so

not much load happened yet* but the smoke screen-was' going. As wo left my, rear,.

gumep..saw a big fire glowing through the smoke”, ■ i

A Lancaster pilot described the end if the attack# ■"I saw a big explosion ■{

while wee were still flying - towards Peenemunde,” he said* "When we got there we

found every thing-.burning like fury, and a lot of smoko about. We saw a good

many bombs still going off. We had to keep our eyes open because there were

combats between bombers and■■■fighters going on all around us. We got out safely

•without meeting one of the’ fighters"«

Combat reports ,have not yet been sifted at Bomber Command Headquarters but it

is known, that a number of the enemy v/ere destroyed. One Lancaster crew saw, two

German. fighters going down, in flames, H We -were about five minutes from the

target”,-.said-.-a, Stirling rear gunner
1 when I saw a Do. 217 cross over behind our

tail. Almost at the same time. ..our front gunner saw another of the enemy crossing
cur paih in ffont, . My 80, didn't seem to be able to make up its mind to attack ■
us, I let it have a ten second burst; then I gave it another and this time I

saw blue flashes from one of the engines and it heeled over and went down, }fly
pilot saw*it hit the ground in flames”.

Sergeant A.E. Evans of, Cardiff, a Lancaster's mid Upper gunner, ■ beat off

another fighter. ”As we Verb coming away from'the target,"-ho -said, "A twin

engined job, almost, certainly a Me, 110, came in very, quickly. The rear gunner

spotted it and I fired first when he was about 500 yards away. A second burst

definitely hit,him, ' The light in his nose went out at once and almost immediately
are daglow took its place and the fighter went down. His bullets had all missed

us», •'■' • ' ■:

Experienced-pilots who reconnoitred the target - while the attack was going on

were all confident that it had been highly successful and concentrated in spite
of the very tough opposition. ”As we came in”, said one of the pilots, "There

Was-: ah almost continuous strip'of fire along the coastline -where the target was”.

Night photographs showing the target under attack have already .been plotted.
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